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Abstract

Our broad goal in this study is to bring evidence from Jordanian Arabic, a primarily spoken grammatical resumption language, into the (formal experimental) empirical base of both theories of island effects and theories of island amelioration by resumption. To that end, we report four auditory acceptability judgment studies exploring two dependency types (wh-questions and relative clauses), four island types (adjunct, complex NP, wh, and whether), and both gaps and resumption, yielding a total of 16 distinct quantified effects. Our experiments identified two sources of variation that raise challenges for existing theories: variation across dependency types in the sets of islands present with gaps and variation across participants in the presence of amelioration by resumption. We discuss the challenges these results raise for four major classes of theories of island effects (phase-based, intervention-based, information-structure-based, and processing-complexity-based), and point to paths forward for each. We also discuss the consequences of the variation in amelioration for theories of the source of resumption, concluding that both base generation and movement must be available options to learners of JA. We also discuss the consequences of this level of variation for the design of future studies of spoken varieties of grammatical resumption languages.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we report the results of four auditory judgment experiments, testing a total of 165 native speakers, that are designed to explore the pattern of island effects in Jordanian Arabic (JA) across two dependency types (wh-dependencies and relative clause dependencies), four island types (adjunct, complex NP, wh, and whether islands), and two tail types (gaps and resumptive pronouns). The result is a total of 16 experimentally quantified island effects. Our broad goal is to bring evidence from a relatively understudied, primarily spoken variety of Arabic into the experimental syntax literature and into the (formal experimental) empirical base of theories of island effects. Within that, we have two narrow theoretical goals. The first is to explore to what extent the pattern of island effects (with gaps) that we observe in JA can be explained by the four dominant classes of theories of island effects in the literature: phase-based theories (e.g., Chomsky 2000, 2001, Rackowski and Richards 2005, Müller 2010), intervention-based theories (e.g., Rizzi 1990, 2004, Szabolcsi and Zwarts 1993, 1997), information-structure-based theories (e.g., Erteschik-Shir 1973, Goldberg 2006, Ambridge and Goldberg 2008), and processing-complexity-based theories (e.g., Deane 1991, Kluender and Kutas 1993, Hofmeister and Sag 2010, O’Grady 2010). Anticipating the discussion slightly, we observe variation in the set of island effects between wh-dependencies and rc-dependencies that raises challenges for all four classes of theories. Therefore we discuss potential paths forward for each class. The second goal is to explore to what extent resumptive pronouns, which are a grammatical option in JA, alter the pattern of island effects, and what this might reveal about theories of island amelioration by resumption. The pattern that we observe is complex: we observe no amelioration for any island type with wh-dependencies, which accords well with theories in which wh-dependencies are incompatible with amelioration by resumption (e.g., Tellier 1991, Merchant 2004; see Salzmann 2017 for a review); but we also observe two groups of participants for each island type with rc-dependencies - those that show amelioration, and those that do not – which suggests that the mechanism underlying resumption may vary among speakers (base generation for those that show amelioration, movement for those that do not). This in turn suggests a need for future studies of JA, and perhaps other grammatical resumption languages, to systematically investigate individual variation (both in adult grammars and possibly also in the input that children receive during language acquisition to help explain this variation). Finally, though it was not one of our theoretical goals, our experiments also provide evidence of four distinct dialects in JA with respect to the preference for gaps and resumption across wh-dependencies and rc-dependencies. We note this unexpected variation because it suggests that there may be more variation within varieties of spoken Arabic, and perhaps other grammatical resumption languages, than previously observed, even within non-island syntactic structures.

We organize the paper as follows. In section 2, we present the theoretical and empirical background motivating the study, including background on JA, reviews of the four major theories of island effects, a summary of recent formal experimental work on island effects, and a review of two major questions in the amelioration by resumption literature. In section 3, we discuss the specific design of the experiments. In section 4, we describe the results of the experiments through four analyses: an analysis of trends in the full sample of participants, an analysis based on filtered subsets of participants according to their preferences for gaps and resumption in each dependency, an analysis of individual variation in island effects and amelioration, and an analysis of individual variation in the preference for gaps or resumption in each dependency. In section 5, we discuss the consequences of the observed patterns for theories
of island effects, the consequences for theories of amelioration by resumption, and the relevance of the four dialects of preferences for gaps and resumption for future studies. Section 6 concludes.

2. Background and motivation

In this section we provide a brief review of the theoretical and empirical background that motivates our study. This section also provides a starting point for the discussion of the results in section 5.

2.1 Jordanian Arabic

Jordanian Arabic is the most commonly spoken native language in Jordan. It is primarily a spoken language, with its written form mostly confined to informal contexts like text messages or emails. As is common in Arabic speaking countries, speakers of JA tend to use Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) for formal written contexts like school assignments or business communications. We decided to investigate JA because, to our knowledge, there have not yet been any systematic formal experimental studies of island effects and resumption in spoken varieties Arabic (but see Tucker et al. 2019 for a formal experimental study of island effects and resumption in MSA). We also know of no theoretical studies that directly investigate island effects in JA. The one previous study that discusses island effects in JA is Malkawi and Guilliot’s (2007) investigation of reconstruction with resumption in JA. They report examples that contain adjunct island structures (using because-clause) and wh-island structures (using embedded why-questions), with left-dislocation/topicalization dependencies and resumptive pronouns. The sentences that they report are marked as fully acceptable; however, there is a clear implication in the text that these sentences would be unacceptable if the tails of the dependencies were gaps instead of resumptive pronouns. Malkawi and Guilliot 2007 can, therefore, be interpreted as indirectly proposing that there are both adjunct and wh-islands in JA, and that both are fully ameliorated by resumption. Our study is thus intended to systematically corroborate and extend these claims, and provide a first full integration of a spoken variety of Arabic into the formal experimental literature on island effects.

One empirical issue that arises when investigating languages that allow resumption as a grammatical option is that resumption is not necessarily equally possible in all dependency types (see Choueiri 2017 and Salzmann 2017 for reviews). Though there is an implication in Malkawi and Guilliot 2007 that resumption may not be compatible with wh-dependencies in JA (because they chose to use left-dislocation/topicalization dependencies for their examples), we nonetheless decided to treat this as an empirical question by testing both tail types for both dependency types. We include analyses to account for (section 4.2), and quantify (section 4.4), the preference for gaps and resumption across both dependency types in JA.

2.2 Four classes of theories of island effects

The first goal of this project is to determine the pattern of island effects in JA, and then explore the consequences of that pattern for the four dominant classes of theories: phase-based, intervention-based, information-structure-based, and processing-complexity-based theories. The four classes differ substantially in the source of island effects, which in turn impacts to what
extent each theory can explain variation across dependency types and across island types. Here we briefly review the four classes of theories and the predictions that they make regarding patterns of variation.

2.2.1 Phase-based theories

Phase-based theories (Chomsky 2000, 2001, and elaborated by many others) postulate special syntactic domains, called phases, that limit the application of syntactic operations. The basic insight is that a syntactic operation that is initiated by a lexical item (or its features) that is located outside of a given phase can only target lexical items (or their features) that are located in the edge of that phase (typically defined as the specifier or the head of the phase); that operation cannot target lexical items (or their features) that are located deeper within the phase (typically defined as the complement of the phase head). It is easy to see how phases can give rise to something like island effects – there simply needs to be a relationship (possibly identity) between island structures and phases, along with a reason why the phase edge is not available to the moving element. What makes phase-based theories more than just a terminological variant of the descriptive statement that island effects exist is that phases are thought to be both general and grounded. They are general in that they constrain all syntactic operations, not just movement. They are grounded in the sense that their existence (and their impenetrability to syntactic operations) is thought to derive from constraints on (syntactic) computational efficiency that limit syntactic operations to relatively local domains (see Citko 2014 for a review of phase theory in general, and Boeckx 2013 and Müller 2021 for a review of phase-based theories of island effects). In this way, phase-based theories represent a reinterpretation of a number of insights gained from earlier theories of constraints on syntactic operations, including Subjacency (Chomsky 1973), the Condition on Extraction Domains (Huang 1982), the Empty Category Principle (e.g., Lasnik and Saito 1984), Barriers (Chomsky 1986), and multiple spellout (Uriagereka 1999) based on the motivating assumptions of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995).

Because phases are grounded in general principles of computational efficiency, the set of phases should be universal. That means that variation in island effects cannot be driven by variation in the set of phases, but rather by the availability of an (intermediate) landing site for movement at the edge of the phase in question. For example, Rackowski and Richards (2005) propose tying the availability of extraction through the edge of the phase to agreement, such that phases that agree with a higher phase head allow extraction, while those that do not agree with a higher phase head do not. Taking a different tack, Müller 2010 proposes tying the availability of extraction to derivational timing. The edge features that license movement to the edge of a phase can only be added to a phase head while that head has other active syntactic features. In practice, this means that phases close to extraction when the final specifier of the phase is merged into the phase, thus eliminating the phase head’s last active syntactic feature. In this way, last-merged specifiers all become islands to movement. Finally, taking a structural approach, Nyvad et al. 2017 propose trying the availability of extraction to the availability of multiple specifiers for certain phases. Phases with multiple specifiers can allow extraction even when one specifier is occupied by another lexical item. Though these approaches can explain variation across island types, to our knowledge, phase-based theories cannot easily accommodate variation in island effects across dependency types (wh-questions, relative clauses, etc). This is because the existence of a phase and the availability of its edge as a landing site are both typically
determined independently of the dependency type. Capturing variation across dependencies would either require postulating different mechanisms underlying the dependencies, such as movement versus base-generation, or require the availability of edge features to somehow be determined by the dependency type.

2.2.2 Intervention-based theories

Intervention-based theories posit that certain island effects arise when a special lexical item intervenes between the head of the dependency and the tail of the dependency. The classic example would be a wh-island violation such as *What did you wonder who invented __?*, in which who intervenes between landing and launching sites of what, thus blocking the dependency. This description, of course, raises three theoretical questions: (i) Which items can be possible interveners?, (ii) How do we define the intervenes relationship?, and (iii) Why does the intervener block the dependency? There are two approaches to intervention in the literature currently: Relativized Minimality, which explores syntactic answers to these questions (Rizzi 1990, 2004; see Rizzi 2013 for a review), and Scope Theory, which explores semantic answers to these questions (Szabolcsi and Zwarts 1993, 1997; see Szabolcsi and Lohndal 2017). We focus exclusively on Relativized Minimality in this study because Scope Theory as currently configured is intended to explain the lack of island effects for complex argument wh-phrases (like which inventor) compared to the presence of island effects for adjunct wh-phrases (like how quickly). It does this by postulating that non-individual-denoting wh-phrases (like how quickly) are incompatible with the Boolean operations required by embedded questions, while individual-denoting wh-phrases (like which inventor) are compatible. It is not clear if Scope Theory is intended to extend to simple wh-words like those in this study (the JA equivalent of what and who), as these are individual-denoting but still show island effects.

Relativized Minimality (RM) defines interveners as items that carry the same syntactic feature(s) as the moved item. In the example above, both what and who might carry a +wh feature, therefore who is a potential intervener for the movement of what. RM defines intervention using c-command: an item intervenes in a dependency if the head of the dependency c-commands the item and the item c-commands the tail of the dependency. In the example above, what c-commands who, and who c-commands the launching site of what (the underscore), so who is an intervener. The underlying insight of RM is that intervention blocks the dependency because the dependency violates a preference for “minimal” dependencies – the dependency that could potentially hold between the intervener and the left peripheral position is shorter than the existing dependency, so the existing dependency is not minimal. RM is thus part of the much broader trend in generative syntax to explore metrics of computational efficiency in grammar.

RM captures variation in the pattern of island effects, both across languages and across dependencies within a single language, by defining classes of equivalent features, and allowing the classes of equivalent features to vary (e.g., Friedman et al. 2009, Belleti et al. 2012, Abels 2012). For example, embedded wh-questions could intervene in rc-dependencies, leading to wh-island effects, if the feature driving the rc-dependency is in the same equivalence class as the +wh feature in the embedded question. Similarly, rc-dependencies would be insensitive to wh-islands if the feature driving the rc-dependency is not in the same equivalence class as the +wh feature in the embedded question. Variation in island effects is thus driven by (and evidence for) variation in equivalence classes of features. However, one limitation of RM and other intervention-based theories is that they tend to only cover the set of island effects called weak or
selective islands, which includes wh-islands, whether islands, and negative islands. These islands are called weak or selective because it has been claimed that they are only islands to certain dependencies, such as bare wh-words like who, but not to other dependencies, such as complex wh-phrases like which inventor (see Szabolcsi and Lohndal 2017 for a review). Despite their limited application, we continue to include intervention-based theories in our investigation because we test both wh-islands and whether islands in this study, and crucially observe a theoretically relevant pattern of variation between them.

2.2.3 Information-structure-based theories

Information-structure-based theories of island effects begin with Erteschik-Shir’s (1973) seminal dissertation. Erteschik-Shir proposed that the clauses or phrases that allow extraction are what she called semantically dominant – where dominance is defined as not presupposed to be true, and not referentially related to a previously uttered clause in the context. Conversely, the clauses or phrases that are islands are either presupposed to be true or are referentially related to a previous clause in the utterance. Erteschik-Shir 1973 presents a systematic investigation of a number of different clause types in both English and Danish (which show markedly different island patterns) to demonstrate that there is a strong correlation between the possibility of extraction and the results of several diagnostics for dominance. The functional insight of this approach is that the dominant clause contains the information under discussion, and therefore should be amenable to the semantic and pragmatic functions of various dependencies, such as question formation through wh-dependencies or modification through rc-dependencies. Non-dominant clauses are presupposed or pre-uttered, so it would be odd to apply these semantic or pragmatic functions to them. More recently, Erteschik-Shir’s dominance approach has been recast in terms of focus and backgroundedness by Goldberg 2006, Ambridge and Goldberg 2008, and Ambridge et al. 2014, with island effects explained as a pragmatic clash that occurs when a focus operation (like wh-movement) targets an item that is within a backgrounded clause.

Within information-structure-based theories, variation in the pattern of island effects across languages reduces to a question of the variation in dominance (or backgroundedness). Erteschik-Shir argues that dominance is driven by multiple factors, including the meaning (and possibly complexity) of the verb that selects the clause, the placement and meaning of certain adverbs, and the location of intonational stress (which signals focus). Erteschik-Shir explores the variation between English and Danish along these lines (though she also notes complexities in the variation that may require additional mechanisms). Variation across dependencies reduces to a question of whether the dependency creates a pragmatic clash with the dominance (or backgroundedness) of the clause. One possible consequence of this is that we might expect that variation across dependencies within a single language will be all or nothing – either a dependency creates a clash, and therefore shows all of the islands that exist in that language, or it does not create a clash, and therefore shows no islands in the language. We might not expect to observe two dependencies yielding two distinct patterns of island effects within the same language. This is something we already observe in some languages (see section 2.3), so this is one aspect of information-structure-based theories that may require modification.
2.2.4 Processing-complexity-based theories

Processing-complexity-based theories posit that the unacceptability that we call an island effect is not caused by a grammatical violation (indeed, the sentences in question are posited to be fully grammatical), but rather by the dynamics of simultaneously processing a long-distance dependency and the structures that we call islands. There have been a number of specific proposals along these lines (e.g., Wanner and Maratsos 1978, Deane 1991, Hawkins 1999, Hofmeister and Sag 2010, O’Grady 2010, a.o), but perhaps the proposal with the most well-worked out mechanisms and broadest coverage of island effects is the working-memory-capacity theory developed in Kluender 1991, Kluender and Kutas 1993, Kluender 1998, Kluender 2004, and Kluender and Gieselman 2013. Kluender’s working memory capacity theory proposes that both the processing of long-distance dependencies and the processing of the syntactic structures that we call islands draw on the same pool of working memory resources. When deployed simultaneously, these two sets of processes require more resources than are available in the pool of working memory, creating a processing failure that speakers perceive as unacceptability.

One parsimonious property of processing-complexity-based theories is that variation in island effects, both across languages and across dependencies within a single language, can be explained through variation in the processing dynamics of the island structures or dependencies in question (such as requiring fewer or greater working memory resources). The empirical challenge for processing-complexity-based theories of variation is to independently identify those processing dependents (outside of island effects), such that the patterns of variation that we observe with island effects can be independently predicted from those components. To our knowledge, there is relatively little work on processing-complexity-based theories of cross-linguistic variation in island effects (but see Christensen et al. 2013 for one prominent example of a processing-complexity-based theory of island effects in Danish).

2.3 Previous formal experimental studies of island effects

Table 1 below summarizes the results of 15 relatively recent formal experimental investigations of island effects (with gaps in the tails of the dependencies), spanning 11 languages, that either directly or indirectly employ the same factorial design that we use in our study. Though we intend this list to be fairly comprehensive, it may not be exhaustive, as the literature is growing quickly. We present this table as an empirical counterpart to section 2.2 to help motivate the scope of our four experiments.

There are three trends in Table 1 that help to guide our study. First, to our knowledge, there have been no formal experimental studies of a spoken variety of Arabic yet (only Modern Standard Arabic). It is our hope that JA is the first of many to be added to this literature. Second, we can see in this table that there is variation across dependencies within individual languages, including Brazilian Portuguese, English, Italian, Norwegian, and Spanish. This underscores that variation across dependencies is an actively growing component of the empirical base for the theory of island effects. Here we investigate both wh-dependencies (wh-simple in the table) and rc-dependencies. Third, we see that some of the most informative studies test four or more island types. We selected two strong islands (adjunct and complex NP) and two weak islands (wh-islands and whether) for our study. All four have shown variation in at least one previous study. We did not select subject islands because extraction from the subject position in many varieties of Arabic can trigger a cleft-like structure when the extracted item is non-animate, which could
introduce additional differences between subject islands and other island types. We did not select rc-islands because they have not shown variation in previous studies; and furthermore, we worried that an rc-dependency out of an rc-island might introduce additional complexity over and above the expected island effect.

Table 1: 15 formal experimental studies of island effects (with gaps in the tails of the dependencies) using a factorial design. A plus (+) indicates an island effect, a dash (−) indicates no island effect, and a gray box indicates that the island type was not tested in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>study</th>
<th>language</th>
<th>dependency</th>
<th>adj</th>
<th>np</th>
<th>sub</th>
<th>rc</th>
<th>wh</th>
<th>whether</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Almeida 2014</td>
<td>Br. Portuguese</td>
<td>wh-simple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almeida 2014</td>
<td>Br. Portuguese</td>
<td>topicalization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al. 2019</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>wh-arg-in-situ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al. 2019</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>wh-adj-in-situ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christensen et al. 2013</td>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>wh-simple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poulsen 2008</td>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>topicalization</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprouse et al. 2016</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>wh-simple</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprouse et al. 2016</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>wh-complex</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprouse et al. 2016</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>rel. clause</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprouse et al. 2011</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>wh-arg-in-situ</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprouse et al. 2016</td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>wh-simple</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprouse et al. 2016</td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>rel. clause</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaki et al. 2019</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>np scrambling</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprouse et al. 2011</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>wh-arg-in-situ</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim &amp; Goodall 2016</td>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>wh-arg-in-situ</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim &amp; Goodall 2016</td>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>wh-arg-in-situ</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko et al. 2019</td>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>np scrambling</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker et al. 2019</td>
<td>MS Arabic</td>
<td>wh-complex</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kush et al. 2018</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>wh-simple</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kush et al. 2018</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>complex wh</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kush et al. 2019</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>topicalization</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepanov et al. 2018</td>
<td>Slovenian</td>
<td>wh-simple</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pañeda et al. 2020</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>wh-simple</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pañeda &amp; Kush 2021</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>wh-complex</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pañeda &amp; Kush 2021</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>wh-complex</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Theories of island amelioration by resumption

The second goal of our study is to explore to what extent resumptive pronouns alter the pattern of island effects in JA, and what this might reveal about theories of island amelioration by resumption (Ross 1967; Kroch 1981; Chao and Sells 1983; Sells 1984; Engdahl 1985; et seq.). We see this as a secondary goal because a full investigation of theories of resumption, which are constructed to explain a wide variety of phenomena beyond island effects (including reconstruction, strong crossover, and various reflexes of successive cyclic movement), is far beyond the scope of our study of island effects (see Salzmann 2017 for a comprehensive review of the complex empirical landscape of resumption). For this study, we will focus on two questions about amelioration by resumption. The first is empirical: what is the pattern of
amelioration in JA?. The second is theoretical: what does the pattern suggest about the grammatical mechanism(s) underlying resumption in JA? (For broader discussions of questions about amelioration by resumption see Rouveret 2011, McCloskey 2017, and Salzmann 2017)

To ground our first question – what is the pattern of amelioration in JA? – it may help to review the broader typological classification of languages in the resumption literature. At the highest level, languages are often divided into two types: those that do not allow resumption as a grammatical option, like English, called intrusive resumption languages (following Chao and Sells 1983 and Sells 1984), and those that allow resumption as a grammatical option, like JA, called grammatical resumption languages. Because JA is a grammatical resumption language, we will focus exclusively on grammatical resumption in this project. That said, there is a large and growing literature using formal experiments to explore island amelioration in intrusive resumption languages that we would like to cite here for readers interested in exploring that aspect of the literature (see Dickey 1996, McDaniel & Cowart 1999, Frazier and Clifton 2002, Ferreira and Swets 2005, Alexopoulou and Keller 2007; Omaki and Nakao 2010; Heestand et al. 2011; Keffala 2013; Beltrama and Xiang 2016; Ackerman et al. 2018; Morgan and Wagers 2018, Chacón 2019). Grammatical resumption languages are often further divided into three subtypes: those that show amelioration with all island types (full set amelioration), those that amelioration only with weak islands (e.g., wh, whether; weak set amelioration), and those that show no amelioration (no amelioration; see McCloskey 2017 and Salzmann 2017 for recent reviews, and see Szabolcsi and Lohdal 2017 for a review of the strong/weak distinction more generally). Within the theoretical literature, JA is reported to be a full set amelioration language based on the examples from Malkawi and Guillot (2007) showing adjunct islands (a strong island) and wh-islands (a weak island) as fully acceptable with resumptive pronouns. We will investigate this claim directly by testing two strong islands (adjunct and complex NP) and two weak islands (wh and whether islands). Though this is the first formal experimental investigation of amelioration by resumption in a spoken variety of Arabic (to the best of our knowledge), readers interested in formal experimental work in Semitic languages should see Farby et al. 2010 and Keshev and Meltzer-Asscher 2017 for formal experiments on resumption in Hebrew, and Tucker et al. 2019 for formal experiments on resumption in MSA.

For our second question – what are the grammatical mechanisms underlying resumption in JA? – there are three classes of theories: base generation, movement, and mixed theories (see Salzmann 2017 and McCloskey 2017 for reviews; see also Asudeh 2012 for a non-transformational approach developed within Lexical-Functional Grammar that nonetheless divides resumption into two types). Under base generation theories, the head of the dependency and the resumptive pronoun are both generated in their surface positions (no movement), and linked through a semantic binding mechanism (Ross 1967, Morgan 1972, Perlmutter 1972, Givon 1973, Hayon 1973, Chomsky 1977, Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978, McCloskey 1979, 1990, Borer 1984, et seq.). Base generation theories provide a straightforward explanation for languages that do not show any island effects with resumption (full amelioration) because binding is generally assumed to be insensitive to islands, but require additional assumptions to explain languages that show island effects with resumption (weak set and no amelioration). Under movement theories, the link between the head of the dependency and the resumptive pronoun is established through syntactic movement, with the details varying by implementation: there are approaches that propose that the resumptive pronoun itself moves (possibly covertly, e.g., Demirdache 1991); there are approaches that propose that the head of the dependency moves and the copy or trace left behind is spelled out as a pronoun (e.g., Zaenen et al. 1981,
Pesetsky 1998, Hornstein 2001, Bianchi 2004, Müller 2014, Sichel 2014, Hladnik 2015); and there are approaches that propose that the head and resumptive pronoun are merged together, with the head leaving the pronoun behind analogous to preposition stranding (e.g., Aoun et al. 2001, de Vries 2002, Boeckx 2003, Belletti 2006, Boeckx & Hornstein 2008, Donati & Cecchetto 2011, Chidambaram 2013, Klein 2014, 2016). Movement theories provide a straightforward explanation for languages that show island effects with resumption (no amelioration) because movement is assumed to be island sensitive. But movement theories require additional assumptions to explain languages that show no island effects (full amelioration) or a reduced set of island effects (e.g., weak set amelioration). Mixed theories allow for resumption to be due to either movement or base generation plus binding (e.g., Demirdache 1991, Pesetsky 1998, Boeckx 2003, Müller 2014 and Klein 2016). Mixed theories do not require the postulation of an additional mechanism in the grammar, because it is assumed that the grammar requires both movement and binding independently; but mixed theories do increase the complexity of the acquisition problem, as learners must track resumption separately in each relevant syntactic context, and must encounter evidence that indicates which mechanism underlies each separately tracked context. As Salzmann 2017 lays out in his review, adjudicating among the three types of theories requires investigating a wide range of phenomena that go beyond the scope of our study, including strong crossover, parasitic gaps, and reflexes of successive cyclic movement. Therefore, we will not attempt to choose among the three types of theories for JA here, but rather discuss the consequences of the pattern of results that we observe for each of the three types of theories.

3. The experiments

The two goals of our study are (i) to determine the pattern of island effects in JA and its consequences for the four dominant classes of theories of island effects, and (ii) to determine the pattern of amelioration by resumption in JA and its consequences for theories of amelioration. The theoretical and empirical review in section 2 suggests that the most informative study would include multiple dependency types and multiple island types. Therefore, we decided to test both wh-dependencies and rc-dependencies, and four island types – two strong islands (adjunct and complex NP islands) and two weak islands (wh and whether islands). We also selected the specific adjunct and wh-islands to connect directly with the previous work in Malkawi and Guilliot 2007 (because clauses and why clauses, respectively).

For ease of exposition, here we provide a single paragraph, high-level summary of the design of the experiments, followed by a detailed description of each component of the experiments in the following subsections. The two dependencies and four island types yield eight specific island effects. We created four experiments, with each experiment testing two island effects distinct in both island type and dependency. We recruited 165 self-reported native speakers of JA from Mutah University in the Karak region of Jordan, split roughly evenly among the four experiments. The participants completed the experiment during a visit to the first author’s lab, and received course credit for their participation. Table 2 lists the island effects for each of the four experiments along with the number of participants recruited for that experiment.
Table 2: The distribution of dependency types and island types across the four experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Dependency</th>
<th>Island</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>wh-dependency, rc-dependency</td>
<td>wh complex NP</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>wh-dependency, rc-dependency</td>
<td>complex NP wh</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>wh-dependency, rc-dependency</td>
<td>whether adjunct</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td>wh-dependency, rc-dependency</td>
<td>adjunct whether</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiments were auditory judgment experiments using a 7-point rating scale (from 1 to 7), each 42 items long: 6 practice items at the beginning of the survey (but not marked as such), followed by 12 experimental items and 24 filler items (8 each of low, medium, and high acceptability) in a pseudorandomized order. We used a factorial design to quantify the island effects (Sprouse 2007, Sprouse et al. 2011, Sprouse et al. 2012) and the amelioration by resumption effects (Tucker et al. 2019). This design leads to six conditions per island type. We collected one judgment per condition per participant, yielding 40, 42, 43, and 40 judgments per condition depending on the experiment. These sample sizes have been shown to yield over 80% statistical power (a common target power level in experimental psychology) for medium effect sizes and 100% statistical power for large effect sizes (Sprouse and Almeida 2017, Marty et al. 2020). We use both linear mixed effects models and Bayes factors to analyze the results.

3.1 The factorial definition of island effects

We chose the factorial definition because we believe it matches the logic that has historically been used by syntacticians to define island effects, albeit translated into the factorial terminology that is typical of formal experiments. The standard version of the factorial design for island effects has two factors: DEPENDENCY manipulates the length of the dependency based on the location of the gap (matrix/embedded), and STRUCTURE manipulates the structure of the embedded clause (non-island/island). To explore resumption, we added a third factor manipulating the TAIL of the dependency (gap/resumptive pronoun). In principle, this should yield eight conditions in a 2x2x2 design (DEPENDENCY x STRUCTURE x TAIL). However, it is not possible to have a resumptive pronoun in the matrix subject position in JA. The result is therefore six conditions in a 2x2+2 design (see also Tucker et al. 2019). We illustrate the full design with whether islands and wh-dependencies in JA in (1):
(1) A 2x2+2 factorial design for whether islands with a wh-dependency.

- a. mi:n __ ga:l-Ø inu is-si:nama ʕaraδ- at filim hindi?: who __ said-3SGM that the-cinema presented-3SGF film Hindi ‘Who __ said that the cinema presented a Hindi film?’

- b. weįf ga:l-Ø ra:mi: inu is-si:nama ʕaraδ- at __? embedded non-island gap what said-3SGM Rami that the-cinema presented-3SGF __ ‘What did Rami say that the cinema presented __?’

- c. mi:n __ saʔal-Ø iða is-si:nama ʕaraδ- at filim hindi?: matrix island gap who __ asked-3SGM whether the-cinema presented-3SGF film Hindi ‘Who __ asked whether the cinema presented a Hindi film?’

- d. weįf saʔal-Ø ra:mi: iða is-si:nama ʕaraδ- at __? embedded island gap what asked-3SGM Rami whether the-cinema presented-3SGF __ ‘What did Rami ask whether the cinema presented __?’

- e. weįf ga:l-Ø ra:mi: inu is-si:nama ʕaraδ- at-uh? embedded non-island resump. what said-3SGM Rami that the-cinema presented-3SGF- it ‘What did Rami say that the cinema presented it?’

- f. weįf saʔal-Ø ra:mi: iða is-si:nama ʕaraδ- at-uh? embedded island resump. what asked-3SGM Rami whether the-cinema presented-3SGF- it ‘What did Rami ask whether the cinema presented it?’

The value of the factorial definition is that it isolates the island effect in the interaction between DEPENDENCY and STRUCTURE (while subtracting out the main effects of those factors). If there is no island effect, we expect to see no interaction as illustrated in the left panel of Figure 1. If there is an island effect, we expect to see a superadditive interaction as illustrated in the center panel. Crucially, we can look for these interactions for both gaps and resumption using this design – to determine if an island effect that is present with gaps is eliminated with resumption. We can also look for either total amelioration, which will result in no interaction as in the left panel, or partial amelioration, which will result in a smaller interaction, as illustrated in the right panel.

**Figure 1:** Possible outcomes for the factorial design.
For space reasons, in (2) we list the island-violating conditions for each of the eight combinations of islands and dependency types. The full list of materials is available in the supporting materials.

(2) Examples of the island-violating conditions for the four island types and two dependency types tested.

a. weį saʔal-Ø ra:mi: iða is-si:nama ʕaraðʕ-at __? 
   what asked-3SGM Rami whether the-cinema presented-3SGF __
   ‘What did Rami ask whether the cinema presented __?’

b. weį saʔal-Ø bara?: leįf ama:ni: ʃatʕ-at__? 
   what asked-3SGM Baha: wh why Amani crashed-3SGF __
   ‘What did Baha’ ask why Amani crashed __?’

c. weį naʃar-Ø sa:mi: il-iʃʕah innu intisʕa:r iftar-at__? 
   what spread-3SGM Sami the-rumor that Intisar bought-3SGF __
   ‘What did Sami spread the rumor that Intisar bought __?’

d. weį ziʕil-Ø na:sʕir laʔinnu il-maktabih tabaʕ-at__? 
   what got-angry-3SGM Naser because the-press printed-3SGF __
   ‘What did Naser get angry because the press printed __?’

e. baʕrif il-mudi:r illi is-sikiritərah saʔal-at iða il-idarah ixta:r-at___. 
   1SG the-manager who the-secretary asked-3SGF whether the-board chose-3SGF __
   ‘I know the manager who the secretary asked whether the board chose __.’

f. ʃif-ʕit il-asatdəh illi ʕa:hab-ak saʔal-Ø leʃʕ itʕu:la:b waddaʕ-u___. 
   1SG the-teachers who friend-your asked.3SGM why the-students said-goodbye.to-3PLM __
   ‘I saw the teachers who your friend asked why the students said goodbye to __.’

g. baʕrif is-sikiritərah illi il-katibih simiʕ-it il-iʃʕah innu il-mudi:r idʒawwaz-ʕ)___. 
   1SG the-secretary who the-clerk heard-3SGF the-rumor that the-principal married-3SGM __
   ‘I know the secretary who the clerk heard the rumor that the principal married __.’

h. baʕrif il-mudi:r illi il-binit imbasaʕ-at laʔinnu dʒa:r-na ʕazam-ʕ___. 
   1SG the-manager who the-girl felt-happy-3SGF because neighbor-our invited-3SGM __
   ‘I know the manager who the girl felt happy because our neighbor invited __.’

There are two additional properties of our design to note. The first is that we attempted to select embedded verbs that are obligatorily transitive in JA in order to ensure that the gap conditions received the intended interpretation. The second is that the resumptive pronouns in our resumption conditions are clitics. Malkawi and Guilliot 2007 classify clitics as weak resumptives, which contrast with strong resumptives such as non-clitic pronouns or epithets. Both types of resumptives lead to amelioration of island effects – in fact, the examples that Malkawi and Guilliot 2007 provide for amelioration by resumption in adjunct and wh-islands both involve weak resumptives. Weak and strong resumptives differ in two ways: only weak resumptives are possible in non-subject position (Aoun et al. 2010), and only weak resumptives allow
reconstruction within an island (Malkawi and Guilliot 2007). The strong/weak resumptive
distinction will therefore likely matter for a complete theory of resumption. But for the narrow
goals of this project, we believe either type is appropriate. We chose weak resumptives (in non-
subject positions) to better match the existing literature (e.g., Malkawi and Guilliot 2007).

3.2 The choice of auditory modality

The linguistic context in Jordan is diglossic. JA is the most common native language, and the
language of daily interactions. It is primarily a spoken language, as discussed in section 2.1.
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the language of formal contexts, including government
business (it is the official language of the country), education, and the vast majority of print and
broadcast media. MSA is rarely, if ever, spoken as a native language, but it is taught extensively
in the Jordanian educational system because of its role in formal contexts. Our focus in this study
is on JA exclusively. To that end, we employ an auditory version of a typical acceptability
judgment task to minimize the possibility that the participants would apply MSA grammatical
rules to their judgments, and ideally to maximize the possibility that they would engage their
native speaker judgments of spoken JA. To aid in this, the first author spoke to the participants in
JA during the laboratory visit. Furthermore, the instructions for the experiment directed the
participants to imagine conversing with a friend in JA, and to judge whether a native speaker of
JA could produce these sentences.

3.3 Materials and survey construction

Each participant completed a survey that consisted of 42 items: 6 items at the beginning of the
survey to help familiarize participants with the task (but not marked as distinct from the main
task), followed by 12 experimental items and 24 filler items pseudorandomized to avoid related
experimental items appearing in succession. The 12 experimental items consisted of 1 token of
each of the 6 conditions for each of the two island/dependency combinations in their experiment.
We chose one judgment per condition per participant to achieve a filler-to-target ratio of 2:1
while still maintaining a reasonable experiment length given the increased cognitive burden and
time requirements of the auditory judgment task. We created 6 lexically matched sets of items
per island/dependency combination. The items were then distributed among experimental lists
using a Latin square procedure such that participants saw a unique lexical item in each condition.
The 24 filler items consisted of 8 sentence types expected to receive low ratings, 8 expected to
receive ratings in the middle of the scale, and 8 expected to receive high ratings. The first author
recorded all items. We then used Praat (Boersma 2001) to normalize the volume to 70 dB and to
gently ramp up the volume during the first 50ms of each sentence to avoid jarring onsets.

3.4 Participants and presentation

All participants were students at Mutah University in Jordan. They were all self-reported native
speakers of JA (from the Karak region). They received course credit for their participation. For
the four experiments, we recruited 40, 42, 43, and 40 participants, respectively. Participants
completed the experiment during a visit to the first author’s laboratory. The auditory experiments
were implemented using PennController for IBEX (Drummond 2019; Zehr and Schwarz 2018).
Each sentence received its own presentation screen with a 1 (totally unacceptable)
to 7 (perfectly acceptable) scale. Each sentence played automatically upon advancement to the screen. Participants could replay the sentence by clicking on an icon. Participants indicated their rating by clicking on the appropriate number or by typing that number on the keyboard.

3.5 Statistical power and statistical analyses

With one judgment per condition per participant, our experiments yield 40, 42, 43, and 40 judgments per condition depending on the experiment. To arrive at these target sample sizes, we consulted the empirical estimates of statistical power for 7-point acceptability judgment tasks in Sprouse and Almeida 2017 and Marty et al. 2020. Those studies found that sample sizes of 40-43 (with one judgment per participant) yield nearly 100% statistical power for large effect sizes, which is the typical size of island effects in the experimental literature (see the studies in Table 1). These samples sizes also yield over 80% statistical power for medium effect sizes. Given that 80% power is the target level for best practices in experimental psychology (Cohen 1988/2013), we concluded that even if the island effects in JA are smaller than island effects in other languages, our study would still be well-powered to detect them.

To analyze our results we ran two sets of statistical analyses. In the first set, we constructed linear mixed effects models with DEPENDENCY and STRUCTURE as fixed effects and participant and item as random effects (intercepts only) for each island, dependency type, and tail type using the lme4 package in R (Bates et al. 2015). We calculated p-values using the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al. 2017), which uses the Satterthwaite approximation for degrees of freedom to derive an F test from the linear mixed effects model. The full set of statistical results for the mixed effects models are in the appendix. For ease of exposition, we have added the interaction term p-value to each cell of the interaction plots in section 4. In the second set of analyses, we derived Bayes factors for the interaction term for the fixed effects in the linear models using the BayesFactor package (Morey and Rouder 2018). The Bayes factors reported here are of the BF$_{10}$ type: they report the ratio of the likelihood of the data under the experimental hypothesis (H1) to the likelihood of the data under the null hypothesis (H0). For example, a BF$_{10}$ of 3 indicates that the data is 3x more likely under a theory in which the interaction is present than one in which the interaction is absent. One advantage of including Bayes factors in addition to null hypothesis tests is that Bayes factors can be used to evaluate the null hypothesis directly. For example, a BF$_{10}$ of .33 would indicate that the data is 3x more likely under the null hypothesis than the experimental hypothesis. This helps to distinguish between null results that are evidence for the absence of an island effect and null results that are inclusive. We will therefore look for three patterns in the statistical results: a p-value less than the conventional threshold of .05 and a BF$_{10}$ greater than the conventional threshold of 3 (Jeffries 1961), which is indicative of an island effect; a p-value greater than .05 and a BF$_{10}$ less than 0.33, which is indicative of no island effect; and a p-value greater than .05 and a BF$_{10}$ between 0.33 and 3 to indicate a lack of evidence for either hypothesis. This last possibility would suggest that there is no classic (medium or large) island effect because our experiments have high statistical power to detect medium and large effects. But it would be unable to distinguish between a true null effect and a very small effect (for which the experiments do not have high statistical power). For readers interested in other statistical analyses, the raw data is available for download and re-analysis on the authors’ websites.
4. The results of the experiments

In this section we describe the results of the experiments. We z-score transformed the results for each participant prior to analysis to reduce the impact of common forms of scale bias. Though we believe this is the most appropriate way to analyze judgment results (e.g., Schütze and Sprouse 2014), we also note that there are no differences in the pattern of results using the raw judgments directly. In fact, the mid-point (0) of the z-score scale corresponds nearly perfectly to the absolute mid-point of the raw judgment scale (4), which suggests that the filler items succeeded in minimizing scale bias directly. We will therefore report the z-score transformed results here. The raw data is available on the authors’ websites for readers to reproduce these analyses or explore others.

4.1 Island effects and amelioration by resumption for the full sample

Figure 2 reports the means and standard errors arranged in an interaction plot, with wh-dependencies in the top half of the plot and rc-dependencies in the bottom half of the plot. Within each dependency, the top row reports the results for gap conditions, and the bottom row reports the results for resumption conditions. Because of the incomplete factorial design, we use the same two short conditions in both the gap and resumption rows. The columns report the four island types (adjunct, complex NP, wh, and whether islands). The gray bars represent the range of mean ratings for the eight unacceptable and eight acceptable filler types in order to look for evidence of floor or ceiling effects that could influence the results (we do not see any, so they will not be commented on further). The counts in each facet represent the number of observations for the island/long condition.

For wh-dependencies, in the gap conditions (top row), we see large superadditive interactions for all four island types that match the (monotonic) superadditivity pattern that we take to be the hallmark of an island effect, with the island-violating (island/long) condition in the lower half of the z-score scale, and the other three conditions in the upper half of the scale. These interactions are confirmed by both null hypothesis tests with p-values that are substantially lower than the conventional threshold of .05, and by Bayes factors that are substantially greater than the conventional threshold of 3.

The resumption conditions (bottom row) do not show amelioration. The amelioration pattern would be an increase in the acceptability of the island/long condition, as compared to the gap version, that eliminates the superadditive interaction. What we see instead is that the non-island/long condition is rated lower with resumption than with gaps – near the mid-point (0) for adjunct, complex NP, and whether islands, and substantially lower for wh-islands. This suggests a dispreference for resumption with wh-dependencies that we will attempt to control for in section 4.2 and explore directly in section 4.4. This dispreference leads to a smaller interaction, and therefore various statistical effects. But, crucially, those statistical effects are not related to amelioration – they are just the consequence of coincidentally combining two separate effects, the island effect and the dispreference effect, in one paradigm.
Figure 2: Interaction plots for island effects and amelioration by resumption. Points are condition means. Error bars represent estimated standard error. For space reasons, p-values are rounded to a floor of .0001 and Bayes factors are rounded to a ceiling of 100. The counts represent the number of observations for the island/long condition. The horizontal gray bars represent the range of mean ratings for the eight unacceptable and eight acceptable filler types.

For rc-dependencies, in the gap conditions (top row), we see island effects for adjunct, complex NP, and whether islands, but not wh-islands. For adjunct islands and whether islands, we see the typical superadditivity pattern, and it is confirmed by both statistical tests. For complex NP islands, we see a non-monotonic interaction (i.e., crossing lines) because the island/short condition is rated higher than the non-island/short condition. This is still an island effect in that the island/long condition is less acceptable than one would expect given the acceptability of the other three conditions. And the interaction is confirmed by both statistical tests. The question of why the island/short condition is relatively more acceptable likely lies beyond the theory of syntax (perhaps in theories of semantic plausibility or even sentence processing), therefore we do not explore it here. We also note that the shift upward in acceptability in the island conditions means that the island/long condition is rated relatively high (-0.25) compared to the other island effects (adjunct is -0.63 and whether is -0.58). Finally, wh-
islands show an interaction in a direction that is opposite than the direction predicted – the island/long condition is rated higher than the non-island/long condition. This is not an island effect. It is also not clear if this interaction is robust, as the two statistical tests yield contradictory results: the $p$-value is below the conventional threshold of .05, but the Bayes factor is very close to 1, suggesting that the data is equally likely under either the hypothesis that there is a reverse interaction or the hypothesis that there is no interaction. Though this appears inconclusive, we note that there is no evidence of a trend toward a true island effect, so we take this as evidence against the presence of wh-islands. We thus conclude that there is strong evidence of adjunct, complex NP, and whether islands, and evidence against wh-islands.

For the resumption conditions (bottom row), we see a form of amelioration for all three of the islands that were present with gaps. Adjunct islands show a trend toward classic amelioration: the visual pattern shows a large increase in acceptability for the island/long condition. The $p$-value is greater than the conventional threshold, suggesting no evidence of an interaction; however, the Bayes factor is 0.8, which suggests that the data is roughly equally likely under both hypotheses. We are inclined to interpret this as amelioration because, even if a substantially larger experiment were to detect an interaction, it would be an extremely small interaction with all four condition in the upper half of the range of acceptability. In other words, this hypothetical effect would be a small subliminal island – that is, a superadditive interaction with the island/long condition rated above the mid-point of the scale (Almeida 2014, Kush et al. 2018, Keshev and Meltzer-Asscher 2019) – and not a classic island effect. For complex NP islands, we once again find an interaction that is confirmed by both of our statistical tests, but with the atypical, non-monotonic form. However, both the non-island/long and island/long conditions have shifted higher in acceptability compared to the corresponding gap conditions. This suggests a general preference for resumption over gaps in rc-dependencies. We will explore this further in sections 4.2 and 4.4. One interesting consequence of this shift is that it has made complex NP with resumption into a subliminal island effect. We note that the size of the subliminal island effect is unusually large: the interaction effect is 0.9 on the z-score scale, which is (i) a large effect by the standards of Cohen 1988/2013, (ii) roughly equal in size to the classic island effects reported in the literature (cited in Table 1), and (iii) two to three times larger than the subliminal islands previously reported in the literature (Almeida 2014, Kush et al. 2018, and Keshev and Meltzer-Asscher 2019). Finally, for whether islands, we see a small visual pattern of an interaction, but the two statistical tests give contradictory results: the $p$-value is below the conventional significance level of .05, but the Bayes factor is 0.99, which suggests that the data is equally likely under both hypotheses. Furthermore, the island/long condition is in the upper half of the acceptability scale, which means that even if a substantially larger experiment were to detect an interaction, it would again be a very small subliminal island. We thus conclude that adjunct islands show the clearest pattern of amelioration, whether islands show amelioration that could possibly involve a very small subliminal island (though our experiment was not sensitive enough to detect effect sizes that small), and complex NP islands show amelioration that involves an unusually large subliminal island effect. (We do not discuss wh-islands in detail because they do not show island effects with gaps, so the lack of island effect with resumption is to be expected).

Before moving on, we would like to exclude one possible (theoretically uninteresting) source for the pattern of variation that we observe in wh-islands between wh-dependencies (island effect) and rc-dependencies (no island effect): for rc-dependencies, the participants interpreted the head of the relative clause, which was animate, as an indirect object of the verb
saʔal (ask), which would be outside of the island, rather than as a direct object of the verb within the embedded why clause; and for wh-dependencies, the inanimate wh-word weif (what) prevented this reading. We do not believe this is the source of the difference. First, we chose the verbs in the embedded clauses to be obligatorily transitive in JA, leading to unacceptability if the head of the relative clause is interpreted as anything other than the object of the embedded verb. Second, we note that both the wh-island items and the whether island items use saʔal (ask), but whether islands do show an island effect, suggesting that this is not a general property of relative clauses combined with saʔal (ask). Finally, to further exclude this possibility, we double checked the transitivity of the verbs in both the wh-island and whether island conditions with three professional linguist colleagues who are native speakers of JA (from the Karak region). They identified one item (out of six) in the wh-island materials and one item (out of six) in the whether island materials that could potentially be interpreted as intransitive (with a change in meaning). One item out of six is typically not enough to change the overall pattern of results when averaged together, and in any case, the presence of one item in both wh and whether islands would predict identical results in both. We also inspected the mean ratings for each of the items for both island types, and found that these two items have roughly the same mean ratings as the other five items in their respective islands. We therefore conclude that the pattern we observe is likely a theoretically relevant difference between wh-islands and whether islands with rc-dependencies.

4.2 Island effects and amelioration by resumption while controlling for preferences for gaps or resumption

We saw indications in the full sample analysis in Figure 2 that some participants may have preferred gaps with wh-dependencies and some may have preferred resumption with rc-dependencies. This is a common pattern in grammatical resumption languages (see Salzmann 2017 and Choueiri 2017 for reviews). However, for our full sample analysis these preferences are a potential confound that could add noise to the island analyses in Figure 2. In Figure 3 below, we re-analyze the data in an attempt to eliminate this potential confound. For the gap rows of the plot, we only included participants who rated gaps in the non-island/long condition above the mid-point (0) on the z-score scale. For the resumption rows of the plot, we only included participants who rated resumption in the non-island/long condition above the mid-point. Filtering based on the ratings of the (by hypothesis, grammatical) non-island/long condition should eliminate any possibility that a dispreference for a specific tail type would contaminate the island analyses. The one limitation of this analysis is that the filtered subsets will be smaller than the full sample, thus reducing the statistical power of our analyses. To track this reduction, each cell contains number of participants included in the analysis. The critical question is whether the pattern in the filtered subsets differs meaningfully from the pattern in the full sample analysis.
**Figure 3** – Interaction plots for island effects and amelioration by resumption, allowing for variation in preferences for gaps and resumption. Details are the same as Figure 2, except that gap rows only include participants who accept gaps in the non-island/long condition, and resumption rows only include participants who accept resumption in the non-island/long condition.

The overall pattern of results that we see in Figure 3 is qualitatively identical to Figure 2 – we see the same island effects, the same amelioration effects, and the same absence of island effects. There are some minor quantitative differences, but they are generally in line with what we might expect given the way that we defined the subsets. For wh-dependencies and gap conditions, we still see large island effects for all four island types. The only change appears to be a higher rating for the non-island/long conditions (in effect making the island effects larger), presumably due to removing the influence of participants who do not allow gaps with wh-dependencies. For the resumption conditions, we now see patterns consistent with relatively large island effects, presumably due to removing the influence of participants who do not allow resumption with wh-dependencies. In short, just as with Figure 2, Figure 3 shows classic island effects with gaps, and no amelioration by resumption. For rc-dependencies and gap conditions,
we see large classic island effects for adjunct and whether islands. These are larger than the island effects in Figure 2, with the increase driven by an increase in the non-island/long condition, presumably due to removing the influence of participants who do not allow gaps. The complex NP pattern is now that of a monotonic interaction, not the non-monotonic pattern in Figure 2. The mean rating of the island/long condition is still near the midpoint of the scale, similar to Figure 2, albeit a bit higher, suggesting either a classic island effect or a nearly subliminal island effect. And we still see no wh-island effect. Finally, for rc-dependencies and resumption, we see a subliminal island effect for adjunct islands, a non-monotonic interaction for complex NP islands that is still a subliminal island (but only based on five participants), no island effect for wh-islands, and either no island effect or a very small subliminal island for whether islands. In short, for rc-dependencies we see amelioration patterns similar to Figure 2, but with even more evidence that the amelioration patterns appear to be subliminal island effects.

4.3 Individual variation gives rise to the subliminal island effects

The observation that the amelioration by resumption effect for rc-dependencies gives rise to subliminal island effects is potentially novel. However, one lesson from the Kush et al. 2018 study of island effects in Norwegian is that subliminal island effects can be driven by averaging together two sub-populations of participants – those that show a classic island effect and those that show no island effect at all. To assess the source of the subliminal island effects with rc-dependencies, we calculated an island effect score (technically a differences-in-differences score; Maxwell and Delaney 2003) for each participant using the following equation: (non-island/long – island/long) - (non-island/short – island/short). A positive score indicates the presence of an island effect, with the numeral equal to the magnitude in the z-score scale; zero indicates the absence of an island effect; and a negative score indicates no island effect (and possibly some variation among the conditions that is beyond the domain of islands theories). Figure 4 shows the distribution of these individual island effect scores for rc-dependencies.

If subliminal islands with resumption (bottom rows) were driven by a single population, we would expect to see a uniform (normal) distribution centered around a small positive value equal to the size of the subliminal island effect. But we do not see that. Instead we see one dominant sub-population with an island effect score at 0 (suggesting no island effect) and a number of participants with sizeable positive island effect scores (suggesting the presence of an island effect). We use a relatively narrow bin width (0.125 on the scale) to highlight just how many participants were very close to zero. These distributions suggest that the subliminal island effects in Figures 2 and 3 are the result of averaging these two sub-populations together; though establishing this definitively will require studies that are explicitly designed to investigate individual variation. Such a study would likely include more than one observation per participant per condition, in order to increase confidence in the estimates for each individual participant. That said, we do not believe that our choice to use one observation per participant would alter either the location of the modes of the distribution or the qualitative shape of the distribution. Under the plausible assumption that a single observation per participant adds random (and therefore, unbiased) noise to our estimates, the consequence would simply be a wider distribution with the same location and general shape. Therefore we are inclined to conclude that the subliminal island effects with amelioration in our study are not true subliminal island effects, but rather an artifact of averaging together two populations of JA speakers.
Figure 4: Individual variation in island effects for rc-dependencies.

4.4 The preference for gaps versus resumption

The final question we can address with these experiments is to what extent individual participants prefer gaps or resumption with each dependency type. Figure 5 plots each participant’s rating for the gap version of a condition along the x-axis against that same participant’s rating for the resumption version of a condition along the y-axis. The figure is divided as before into wh-dependencies in the top panel and rc-dependencies in the bottom. The columns represent island types, and the rows represent the specific condition – either the grammatical non-island/long condition or the potentially ungrammatical island/long condition. We divided each plot into four quadrants based on the mid-point of the z-score scale (0): a point in the top right quadrant represents a participant who rated both the gap and resumption version of the condition in the upper (positive) half of the z-score scale, and therefore appears to allow both tail types (labeled “both”); a point in the top left quadrant represents a participant who rated the gap condition low and the resumption condition high, and therefore appears to prefer resumption only (labeled “resumption”); the bottom left quadrant represents a participant who
rated both conditions low, and therefore appears to allow neither tail type (labeled “neither”); and the bottom right represents a participant who rated gaps high and resumption low, and therefore appears to prefer gaps only (labeled “gap”). We have added two features to make the plot more informative: unique colors for the points in each of the four quadrants, and two-dimensional (joint) probability density estimates to draw attention to the density of the points (i.e., number of participants) in each quadrant. Similar to a topographic map, concentric circles that are closer together represent higher density (i.e., more participants).

**Figure 5**: Scatterplots identifying preferences for gaps and resumption for each participant. The lines represent two-dimensional (joint) probability density estimates. The points are colored according to the quadrants defined by the midpoint (0) of the z-score scales.

To determine the general preferences among our sample of speakers, we can look at the non-island conditions (the top row in each panel). The non-island structure for all four island types is the same – a declarative CP. Therefore, the four columns are simply four replicated experiments testing the same CP structure, albeit with distinct lexicalizations (lexically matching the island conditions for the island indicated in the column label). For wh-dependencies (top panel), we see that most participants accepted either both gaps and resumption (blue dots), or just...
gaps (green dots). There are very few participants showing the resumption only or neither patterns. In contrast, for rc-dependencies (bottom panel), we see that most participants accepted either both gaps and resumption (blue dots), or just resumption (orange dots). This suggests a relatively complex distribution of preferences.

The preferences that we observe for non-island structures implies the existence of four dialects (crossing both and gap only for wh-dependencies and both and resumption only for rc-dependencies). However, the plots in Figure 5 do not show how the preferences for wh-dependencies combine with the preferences for rc-dependencies to form a dialect. To investigate that, we cross-tabulated the classification of each participant’s preferences according to their non-island/long rating for both dependencies, and created a heat map that reveals the number of participants who report each logically possible dialect. The result is in Figure 6.

*Figure 6: A heat map indicating the number of participants that speak each logically possible dialect in terms of preferences for gaps or resumption in both wh- and rc-dependencies for the non-island/long conditions. The precise counts are given in each cell, with darker shades of blue indicating higher counts.*

Figure 6 reports 16 logically possible dialects based on the four possible preferences across the two dependencies. Crucially we see a substantial number of participants in the four dialects implied by Figure 5 – crossing gap or both for wh-dependencies and resumption or both for rc-dependencies. Within these four, there are small differences in frequency, but we are reluctant to offer an inferential statistical analysis of these small differences because (i) we know of no theories that would predict specific patterns, so the analysis would be exploratory, and therefore more amenable to the descriptive analysis in Figure 6 than an inferential analysis, and (ii) our sample is too small to draw robust conclusions given the statistical corrections that are typically required when using inferential statistics in exploratory analyses. Here we simply observe that there are four dialects represented in our sample, suggesting that the preference for gaps and resumption may be more complex than is sometimes assumed in typologies of resumption languages. (There is also a group of 16 participants who may be outliers, as they did not accept either tail type in the non-island/long conditions. These participants do contribute to the means reported in the full-sample analysis in section 4.1, but not in the filtered-sample analyses in section 4.2.)

Returning to Figure 5, the bottom rows of the two panels show participants’ ratings of the island/long conditions. In effect, these rows show us the classification of participants according to island effects and amelioration by resumption if we used a single condition definition for these effects, rather than the factorial definition, such that a low rating with a gap indicates the
presence of an island effect and a high rating with resumption indicates the presence of amelioration. Though the theoretical literature often reports judgments for individual sentences, we believe syntacticians typically have the factorial definition in mind as discussed in section 3.1. Nonetheless, we can explore this single-sentence approach for completeness. For both dependency types, what we find is a distribution of judgments that matches the factorial approach taken in sections 4.1-4.3. For wh-dependencies (top panel), we see almost all participants are in the bottom left quadrant (red), indicating that they rated both gaps and resumption low. This suggests that nearly all participants show an island effect and no amelioration effect. For rc-dependencies (bottom panel), we see a similar convergence in analyses. For adjunct and whether islands, we see a large group of participants in the top left quadrant (orange), indicating an island effect for gaps and amelioration with resumption, and a smaller group of participants in the bottom left quadrant (red), indicating an island effect without amelioration. For complex NP islands we see three groups: those showing amelioration (orange), those showing no amelioration (red), and those showing no island effect at all (blue). This three-way split, coupled with patterns that we saw in the group results, suggests that the status of complex NP islands may be a substantial point of variation among speakers of JA. Finally, for wh-islands, the largest group of participants show no island effect (blue), with a small group showing amelioration (orange). Though we believe that the factorial definition best matches the logic of the theoretical syntax literature, it is reassuring that a single-sentence approach to these effects would yield a substantially similar pattern.

5. Discussion

We conducted four auditory judgment experiments exploring the presence of island effects and amelioration effects in JA, for two dependency types, four island types, and two tail types, using a factorial definition for both island effects and amelioration by resumption. Table 3 summarizes the results of those experiments. The cells with slashes within them indicate variability among our participants. The label to the left of the slash indicates the larger group of participants.

Table 3: Summary of the results of the experiments. The cells with slashes within them indicate variability among our participants. The label to the left of the slash indicates the larger group of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>adjunct</th>
<th>complex NP</th>
<th>wh</th>
<th>whether</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wh-dependencies</td>
<td>gap</td>
<td>island</td>
<td>island</td>
<td>island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>resumption</td>
<td>island</td>
<td>island</td>
<td>island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rc-dependencies</td>
<td>gap</td>
<td>island/none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>resumption</td>
<td>none/island</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none/island</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within these experiments, we were also able to explore the preferences for gaps and resumption that our participants displayed. We found four dialects formed by fully crossing gaps or both for wh-dependencies and resumption or both for rc-dependencies. We discuss the theoretical consequences of these results for island effects, amelioration, and theories of the distribution of gaps and resumption in the rest of this section.
5.1 Consequences for theories of island effects

The major finding for theories of island effects is that the pattern of island effects varies between wh-dependencies and rc-dependencies. As mentioned in section 2, variation across dependencies raises challenges for all four classes of theories of island effects. The specific pattern of variation that we observed in JA is also relatively rare – we know of no previous study that observed variation in complex NP islands across dependencies (though in JA it is just a subset of participants who show the variation), and we know of no previous study that observed the simultaneous absence of wh-islands and the presence of whether islands within a single dependency (the closest is Pañeda and Kush 2021, which found the opposite pattern in Spanish – the presence of wh-islands and a subliminal effect for whether islands). In this subsection, we discuss the challenges that this pattern of variation raises for each of the four classes of theories, and the possible avenues available for modifying existing theories to capture this pattern.

The challenge for phase-based theories is that both phases and their edges are defined independently of the dependency types. This is a conceptual strength of the theory – phases and their edges are grounded in deep architectural principles of the system (see Müller 2021). But it comes with a steep empirical cost. We can see three general options for modifying phase-based theories to accommodate the variation we observed in JA. The first, and most radical, would be to abandon the phase-based approach to island effects, and instead capture island effects using less-grounded grammatical constraints (similar to previous approaches such as individual island constraints, Subjacency, or the CED). Though the link between phases and locality is conceptually appealing, it has been noted since the earliest days of the phase-based approach that the only types that can be explained by phase impenetrability without additional assumptions are wh-islands and whether islands (not unlike Chomsky’s 1986 Barriers approach; see Boeckx 2013 for a review). The variation that has been observed in JA and other languages may thus be seen as additional evidence that phases may not be the source of island effects.

If island effects are due to (ungrounded) syntactic constraints, then it is possible to define those constraints separately for each dependency type. Similarly, the pattern of variation that we observed can be captured with the standard analytic tools of syntax. For example, the difference between wh-islands (no island effect) and whether islands (island effect) with rc-dependencies could suggest that whether occupies a position that is to the left of a non-phase-edge position occupied by why (perhaps spec of an interrogative phrase and spec of a focus phrase, respectively) as in Rizzi 2001. Similarly, the absence of complex NP islands with rc-dependencies for some participants could be analyzed parallel to the absence of complex NP islands in some languages (e.g., Japanese; Haig 1976, Yano 2019).

The second path forward for phase-based approaches would be to link the variation in JA to the strong/weak island distinction, perhaps by positing that strong islands are explained by phases, while weak islands are explained by intervention-based theories like RM. This approach would potentially maintain the groundedness of phases; however, it is not clear how to motivate the separation of strong and weak islands into two distinct theories of locality. This has long been an issue in the literature, as phase-based and intervention-based theories partially overlap precisely in the case of weak islands. That overlap has generally been unresolvable because weak islands are the core case for phase impenetrability – CPs are the canonical example of a phase, and weak islands typically involve an item occupying the edge of the CP phase. Relatedly, strong islands tend to involve a number of additional assumptions built upon the core mechanisms of
phase impenetrability. For this approach to be viable, the field would have to identify a new theory of phases that somehow eliminates this superset/subset relationship of the mechanisms underlying strong and weak islands.

The final path forward for phase-based theories would be to link the dependency type to the availability of a phase-edge position, either through additional positions (as in the multiple specifier approach of Nyvad et al. 2017) or through the availability of edge features (as in Müller 2010). We do not know of any existing proposals in the literature that would accomplish this, as variation in island effects across dependencies has not historically been discussed in the phase-based literature. But this seems like a promising avenue for researchers who wish to maintain the groundedness of phases and the coverage of both strong and weak islands.

Intervention-based theories like RM are not intended to explain variation in strong islands like we observed for complex NP islands in JA; however, they can potentially explain variation in weak islands by leveraging featural differences between the dependencies and featural differences between wh-islands and whether islands. Given that rc-dependencies show whether islands but not wh-islands, the challenge is to either find a feature that is shared between relative clause heads and whether clauses but not shared by the why questions in wh-islands, or to establish a hierarchy of features that groups a feature of relative clause heads and a feature of whether clauses together to the exclusion of the features of why questions. We know of no existing feature or hierarchy of features that would accomplish this. In fact, the standard features in RM analyses, such as +Q for questions or +focus for focus constructions, would potentially predict the opposite pattern: if whether clauses are +Q, and why questions are +Q and +focus (under an analysis in which wh-words occupy a focus position), and relativization involves +focus, then rc-dependencies would be expected to show wh-islands but not whether islands, in contrast to the pattern that we observe in JA. Thus, even granting the restricted empirical scope of intervention-based theories, the pattern we observe in JA will require either new featural analyses of rc-dependencies and weak islands, or new proposals for hierarchies of features in JA.

Information-structure-based theories can capture variation across dependency types by postulating distinct information-structure properties for each dependency. But, as discussed in section 2, the effects would likely hold for all island types in all-or-nothing patterns, making the complex patterns observed here difficult to capture. Recognizing this issue in her initial investigation of variation between Danish and English, Erteschik-Shir (1973) proposes that the basic information-structure clash defines the set of possible island effects, and that the input that children receive determines the subset of these possible island effects that become actual island effects. Though originally proposed for cross-linguistic variation, this mechanism could be extended to variation between dependencies. Erteschik-Shir (1973) left the details of this mechanism to future work in language acquisition, as it obviously requires a theory of the inferences that can be drawn from the input that children receive. Here we will simply note two things about this work. First, there have been a number of advances in theories of language acquisition that may make this work more tractable today (see Pearl in press for a review). Second, the general idea pursued by Erteschik-Shir – that innate knowledge of the set of possible island effects (combines with experience to shape the final set of island effects – can be found in many theories of island effects that arose after her seminal work (possibly in all but the independently grounded theories like phase-based or processing-complexity-based theories). Therefore, there seems to be quite a bit of potential for additional work exploring how mechanisms of language acquisition could give rise to island variation through variation in the
input that children receive (e.g., Pearl and Sprouse 2013), in both JA and other languages that show variation in island effects (e.g., Table 1).

Processing-complexity-based theories are relatively underdeveloped when it comes to variation in island effects. This is because the only mechanism available to explain variation is an interaction between the processing dynamics of the dependencies (e.g., encoding and retrieval from memory) and the processing requirements of the individual island structures. Though it is possible in principle to construct a theory of these interactions, there is no such theory yet. Furthermore, the specific pattern that we observed in JA, with rc-dependencies showing whether islands but not wh-islands, appears to run contrary to the processing-complexity findings in Kluender and Kutas 1993. In an event-related potential study, they report larger N400-like effects for embedded wh-questions compared to embedded polar-questions. They interpret this as evidence that embedded wh-questions require greater processing resources than polar-questions. This in turn appears to predict that if one of the two islands were to be absent, it would be whether islands, but that is opposite to what we observe in JA. This suggests that the specific challenge for processing-complexity-based theories raised by the variation that we observe in JA is to identify new processing dynamics for whether and wh-islands that pattern in the correct direction.

5.2 Consequences for theories of amelioration by resumption

Perhaps the most unexpected finding in our studies is the variation that we see across participants with respect to resumption, both for amelioration by resumption, which we discuss here, and for the preference for gaps and resumption, which we discuss in the next section. For amelioration by resumption, we found two groups of participants for each of the three island effects – those that show amelioration of the island, and those that do not. To our knowledge, variation of this sort has not been previously discussed in the experimental literature on amelioration by resumption (though it has been observed for one island with gaps, whether islands, in Norwegian by Kush et al. 2018). This variation cannot be explained by any obvious differences among participants, as we recruited participants from a single region (the Karak region) and from a relatively narrow age range (university students). It appears to be a deep feature of the grammars of our participants. Therefore, the first consequence of our results is that future experimental studies on resumption should be explicitly designed to explore individual variation. Though our studies were designed before we learned this, in section 4 we explored individual variation to the extent possible given our design. In this subsection, we discuss the conclusions that we can draw from those analyses, as well as the questions that will require dedicated studies of individual variation.

We begin with wh-dependencies, which showed a fairly uniform pattern, and therefore license the strongest conclusions. We observed no amelioration by resumption for wh-dependencies. It is tempting to attribute this to the relatively common pattern in which grammaticalized resumption languages disallow all resumption with wh-dependencies, even within non-island structures (see Demidarche 1991 for a theory that predicts this pattern). But nearly half of our participants allow resumption with wh-dependencies in non-island structures, and even these participants show no amelioration by resumption in island structures. This suggests the lack of amelioration by resumption with wh-dependencies is truly a fact about amelioration, and therefore that JA is a no amelioration language with respect to wh-dependencies. This in turn suggests that wh-dependencies with resumption are most likely
generated by syntactic movement rather than base generation, as it is generally assumed that movement is potentially sensitive to islands, while base generation is always insensitive to islands. Our observation that wh-dependencies in JA show no amelioration by resumption accords well with analyses that posit that wh-dependencies must involve movement, such as Tellier 1991 and Merchant 2004 (though each motivates this restriction differently).

For rc-dependencies and resumption, in the group analyses, we initially observed what appeared to be subliminal island effects (for all three of the island types that arise with rc-dependencies). However, closer inspection revealed that the subliminal island effects were the result of averaging together two groups of participants: a slightly larger group that shows the amelioration effect and a slightly smaller group that does not. This variation, coupled with the fact that each participant only rated one island type with rc-dependencies (not all three), makes it difficult to draw a firm conclusion about the set of island types that give rise to amelioration in JA. We can see why JA has previously been reported to be a full set amelioration language (e.g., Malkawi and Guilliot 2007) – for each island type, there is a group of speakers that report amelioration. However, for each island type, there is also a group of speakers that report no amelioration, therefore it is also possible that, for some speakers, JA is a no amelioration language or even a mixed language. This in turn suggests that, at least at the group level, the source of resumption in rc-dependencies in JA is a mix of both movement (for speakers who show no amelioration) and base generation (for speakers who show amelioration). This accords well with the literature on reconstruction in varieties of Arabic, which also postulates a mixed source for resumption (e.g., Aoun et al. 2001, Malkawi and Guilliot 2007, Aoun et al. 2010, Rouveret 2011), though establishing a theoretically meaningful connection between the variation in island amelioration and the reconstruction literature will require studies that test both within the same set of participants.

Before moving on, it is also worth noting the implications of mixed theories of resumption for language acquisition. Mixed theories must assume that a set of innate biases will combine with evidence in the input available to help children make the correct inference about the mechanism, movement or base generation, underlying each instance of resumption (where “instance” in this case means something like distinct structure containing the resumptive pronoun). One possibility is that learners are innately biased to look for island constraints of some sort (see Roepner and de Villiers 2011 for a review), and also innately biased to associate movement with sensitivity to islands and to associate base generation with insensitivity to islands (as is commonly assumed in syntactic theory). With these biases, learners could use the presence or absence of dependencies that span islands in the input as evidence to make an inference about the underlying mechanism. Investigating the acquisition of resumption is far beyond the scope of this project; however, we note that the speaker variation that we observed here could be taken to predict that the frequency of island-spanning rc-dependencies with resumption will be quite small in child-directed JA, such that some learners might never be exposed to them during acquisition (leading to no amelioration in their grammars). This prediction could be explored in future work through systematic corpus studies of child-directed speech in JA.

5.3 Consequences for theories of the preference for gaps and resumption

Though it was not an initial goal of these experiments, our results also revealed unexpected variation in the preference for gaps and resumption in JA. We found evidence of four dialects, fully crossing either gaps or both for wh-dependencies and either resumption or both for rc-
dependencies. This kind of variation has not been previously reported in the literature on spoken varieties of Arabic. Table 4 below extends a table from Choueiri 2017 to include the four dialects that we observed in JA. The data in the table comes from Choueiri 2017 (Lebanese); Wahba 1984, Brustad 2000, Aoun et al. 2010, and Soltan 2011 (Egyptian); and Nouhi 1996 (Moroccan).

Table 4: The preference for gaps or resumption in four varieties of Arabic, adapted from Choueiri 2017 and including the results of the current study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>WH-dependencies</th>
<th>RC-dependencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egyptian Arabic</td>
<td>resumption</td>
<td>resumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanese Arabic</td>
<td>both</td>
<td>resumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moroccan Arabic</td>
<td>gap</td>
<td>both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordanian Arabic</td>
<td>gap or both</td>
<td>resumption or both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To our knowledge there is no overarching theory of the distribution of preferences for gaps and resumption, so we cannot draw any direct conclusions from the four dialects that we observed. However, these results do suggest that there may be more variability in resumption than has previously been reported, both for island amelioration and also preferences in non-island structures. This variability must be taken into account to gain a clear picture of the properties of both gap and resumption dependencies, therefore future studies may profit from designs that provide a high level of confidence in the preferences of individual participants, and analyses that filter participants based on those preferences (similar to those reported in section 4).

6. Conclusion

Our broad goal in this study was to bring evidence from Jordanian Arabic, a primarily spoken variety of Arabic, into the (formal experimental) empirical base of both theories of island effects and theories of island amelioration by resumption. To that end, we ran four auditory judgment studies exploring two dependency types, four island types, and both gaps and resumption. Our experiments identified two sources of variation that raise challenges for existing theories: variation across dependency types in the sets of islands present with gaps, and variation across participants in the presence of amelioration by resumption. The variation across dependency types suggests that each of the four major classes of theories of island effects – phase-based, intervention-based, information-structure-based, and processing-complexity-based – require substantial modification. For each, we discussed specific paths forward that theoretical work could pursue. The variation across speakers for amelioration by resumption suggests a mixed source of resumption dependencies in JA – i.e., both movement and base generation. The variation also suggests that future studies of resumption in JA, and perhaps other grammatical resumption languages, will benefit from experimental designs that quantify individual variation, both in the preference for gaps or resumption in non-island structures, and in the amelioration effect across island types. The variation also suggests that there is a profitable path forward for systematic studies of the input that children receive during the acquisition of JA and perhaps the acquisition of other grammatical resumption languages. Taken as a whole, we believe that these experiments show that spoken varieties of Arabic have much to offer the experimental syntax literature, both in terms of the impact that their patterns of variation will have on theories, and in
terms of the impact that their patterns of variation will have on the types of studies that the field explores moving forward.
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Appendix

Table A1: Results of 2x2 linear mixed effects models for the full sample of participants, with DISTANCE x STRUCTURE for both dependency types and tail types (separately), using the lme4 and lmerTest packages, and treatment coding (with short and non-island as reference levels).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dependency</th>
<th>tail</th>
<th>model factor</th>
<th>adjunct</th>
<th>np</th>
<th>wh</th>
<th>whether</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH</td>
<td>gap</td>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>distance</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structure</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dist x struct</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>-1.18</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>resumption</td>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>distance</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structure</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dist x struct</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>gap</td>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>distance</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structure</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>.442</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dist x struct</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>resumption</td>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>distance</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>.792</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structure</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>.478</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dist x struct</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>.320</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2: Results of 2x2 linear mixed effects models for the sample of participants filtered by preferences for gaps and resumption, with DISTANCE x STRUCTURE for both dependency types and tail types (separately), using the lme4 and lmerTest packages, and treatment coding (with short and non-island as reference levels).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dependency</th>
<th>tail</th>
<th>model factor</th>
<th>adjunct</th>
<th>np</th>
<th>wh</th>
<th>whether</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH</td>
<td>gap</td>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>distance</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structure</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>.163</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dist x struct</td>
<td>-1.37</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>resumption</td>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>distance</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structure</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>.195</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dist x struct</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>gap</td>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>distance</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structure</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dist x struct</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>resumption</td>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>distance</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>.466</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structure</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>.354</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dist x struct</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>